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Phonic worksheets for grade 3

Advanced grammar: Grammar suffixes: Suffixes #2A suffixes, such as -ly, -ment, or -less, are added to the end of #2Advanced a root word to change the meaning of the word. Help your child master the concept with this word study worksheet that will match, write, and identify suffix words.3rd
gradeReading &amp; Writing © Contributed by Leanne Guenther There are differences of opinion about whether using phonics is useful for teaching children to read. My personal opinion is that everyone learns differently -- try a variety of things with your kids until you find what works for them. My eldest
daughter magically read books -- natural ability and so much family reading time were the causes that I think -- she often played words or enjoyed playing puns. My younger daughter was very passionate about phonic lessons and constantly asked to play puns and rhyming activities. Families of words
really appealed to her and to this day (grade 6) she likes word-based puzzles such as word searches and crossword puzzles (my eldest daughter would rather play football *grin*). My advice: good luck, don't get frustrated and try to have fun learning with your kids -- just when you think you've figured it all
out, the next one will be completely different. If you decide that word families (also known as analog phonics) might be something you'd like to try, read on! When I approach word families, I like to learn them in sets that have a certain commonality (for example, short sounds or sounds and long). I find it
easier for children to inlate their rhymes, phrases and the like when they have two or three words from families to use together. That said, Sometimes I make a single family of words when I find that kids are struggling with something in particular -- the first time we did long vowels instead of short vowels
for example. I also try to keep word families too similar in different groups (for example, I wouldn't do long a/air/and/are/word families together). With my girls I found that they got too confused when the words sounded the same, but they were written differently (like hare and hair). I saved that kind of
learning for grades 4 and 5 when we started talking about synonyms, antonyms and homonyms. Anyway, here are the Word Family sets as I would suggest combining them. Word Family Sets (tasks) (free printable worksheets) (word list) (task) (free printable worksheets) (word list) (tasks) (free printable
worksheets) (word list) (tasks) (free printable worksheets) (word list) (tasks) (free printable worksheets) (word list) (tasks) (free printable worksheets) (word list) (free printable worksheets) (list of words) (activity) (free printable worksheets) (list of words) (activity) (free printable worksheets) (list of words)
(activity) (free printable worksheets) (list of words) (activity) (free printable worksheets) (list of words) (activity) (free printable worksheets) (list of words) (list (list of Words) Word Family Endings Flash Cards: Print flash tabs of word family endings plus flash cards of lowercase letters to play the Word
Families card game or spelling go fish. Set 1: an, ap, at Set 2: ab, ad, am Set 3: ack, e, ash Set 4: ail, ain, air Set 5: ake, ate Set 6: ale, ame, ay Set 7: all, aw Set 8: ar, ark, art Set 9: ank, ink Set 10: ed, en, et Set 11: eck, ell, est Set 12: in, ip, it You can create printable tests and worksheets from these
grade 3 Phonics questions! Select one or more questions using the check boxes above each question. Then click the Add Selected Questions button to a test button before moving to another page. Previous page 1 of 8 Next Previous Page 1 of 8 Next Short A Vowel SoundWith these files, your students
will try to read and write words with short vowel sound. Printables include word and image sorting, a sound card game, cutting and glue activities, reading sliders, and more. Voice sound For a long timeAll printable activities in this unit are word features that have long vowel sound. There are word wheels,
card games, size and paste activities, coloring worksheets, and much more. Short A &amp; Long A (Mixed)The worksheets on this page have words with vowel sounds to and long shorts. These printable games and worksheets require students to sort or distinguish between the two sounds. Short vowel
And SoundHelp students write and read words with short, vowel sound. This page contains tracing worksheets, read spinners, paste and cut projects, and puzzles. Voice sound And along Our long page and has a variety of learning center activities, cutting and bonding activities, as well as word sorting.
Short E &amp; Long E (Mixed)This page contains a collection of printable worksheets and word games with short-E and long-E vowel sounds. Short I Vocal SoundFocus on vocal sound I short with these printable phonenic worksheets. Vowel sound Long printable phonenic worksheets feature words with
long I-sounding vowel sound. There are cutting and glue activities, word wheels, word sliders, and more. Short I &amp; Long I (Mixed)The worksheets on this page have words with the vowel sounds The Long and The Short. These printables require students to sort between the two sounds. Voice sound
Or shortThis set of phonetic worksheets teaches students short sound O. Vocal sound Or alongThis collection of printable phonenic worksheets highlights words with long O vowel sound. Short O &amp; Long O (Mixed)Distinguish between words with long-O vocal sound and words with a short-O vowel
sound with this selection of phonenic worksheets. Short U voice soundThe short sound of the vocal U is at the center of printable mini-books, games and worksheets. U voice sound along Printable worksheets are designed to make words read and know with a long U-sound. Short U &amp; Long U
(Mixed)Students can explore the differences between long- and short-U-word vowel sounds. Consonant B bFeaves, mini-books and games games focus on the consonant letter b.Consonant C cPrintable games, worksheets, and mini-books that focus on the consonant letter c.Consonant D dPrint these
worksheets that focus on the consonant letter d.Consonant FFeails of work to help students learn the letter f.Consonant G gWith these worksheets, students will learn the exact sounds from the letter g.Consonant H hFeaves of work, mini-books and printable games that focus on the letter h.Consonant J
jCompleto set of worksheets for the consonant letter j.Consonant K kMaterials to teach students the sound made by the letter k.Consonant Llearn on the consonant letter l with these printable worksheets. Consonant M mWorksheets, printable mini-books, and card games for the consonant letter
m.Consonant N nPrint worksheets, games, mini-books, and activities for the letter n.Consonant P pPractice the sound produced by the letter p with these printable classroom tasks. Consonant Q qMaster the sound produced by the letters qu with these worksheets. Consonant R r Printable worksheets,
mini-books, and games for the letter r.Consonant S sThe consonant letter s is at the center of this phonetic worksheet set. Consonant T tMini-books, worksheets and more on this page t letter. Consonant V vFeaves of work to teach students the letter v.Consonant W wWord sorts, cutting and glue
activities and printables for teaching sound /w/. Consonant X xE here are several activities to learn sound /x/. Consonant Y yYes, you can learn to read yo-yos, yak, yolks and yarns with worksheets /y/. Consonant z zUse these worksheets and games to practice reading words with the sound /z/. Digraph:
CHPractice sound /ch/ with these worksheets and tasks. Digraph: SHLearn to say and read the sound /sh/ with these printable worksheets and tasks. Digraph: THLearn the two different ways of reading and saying /th/ with this collection of printables. Digraph: WHPractice read the words with the sound
/wh/. Digraphs: Ch- and Sh- (Mixed)These worksheets will help your students learn to distinguish between sounds and spellings /ch/ and /sh/. Blend Family: L-Family BlendsThis dim unit has many worksheets that can be printed with words with the L-family mixture such as: bl-, cl-, fl-, gl-, pl-e sl-. Blend
Family: R-Family BlendsPrintable worksheets to teach students to read and write basic words that begin with the letters br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr, and tr. Blend: BLRead and write words with the sound /bl/. Blend: BRUse these printable activities to teach students the BR consonant mixture. Blend: CLUse
printable tasks on this page to help students practice cl consonant blend. Blend: THESE printable tasks can be used to help students to students the consonant mixture CR. Blend: DRA wide selection of worksheets and activities for students to learn about the consonant mixture DR. Blend: FLThis unit
contains words that begin with the sound /fl/. Words include: flamingo, flashcard, Florida, flossing, flute, fly, fly, flame, and flower. Blend: FRUse these worksheets to teach students to read words with /fr/ sound. Blend: GLPrint worksheets and phonetic tasks on this page so your students can learn about
words with the GL consonant blend. Blend: GRUse these printable worksheets and phonetic tasks to help students learn words with a /pr/ sound. Includes the words: grapes, grass, green and grill. Blend: PLStudents will use this wide range of worksheets and tasks to help you learn about words with /pl/
sound. Blend: PRThis unit is dedicated to words with the consonant mixture PR. You'll find many different worksheets and activities for students to practice reading, writing, and identifying their PR words. Blend: SCTeach your students on words with the SC consonant merge with this phonetic unit. Words
in this unit include: scout, scare, reach, scoot, scarecrow, scarf, and scoop. Blend: WHEN teaching your students the SK consonant blend, you will find all kinds of printables, such as: a word wheel, cutting and glue activities, writing activities, flashcards and more! Blend: SLUse phrases, tasks, and mini-
books to help provide SL sound. Blend: SNRead and write words with the sound /sn/. Blend: SPThe wide selection of printable games, tasks and worksheets with words with the consonant mixture SP (e.g. spin, spy, spell, spring and space). Blend: STTeach students to read words with the sound /st/.
Blend: SWThis unit highlighting SW words has all kinds of printable worksheets including a word search puzzle, word cursor, word wheel, flashcard, cutting and glue activity, and more! Blend: TRTeach students on the TR consonant merge with these printable tasks, puzzles, and worksheets. Blend:
STRPractice reading and writing words with vowels /str/ sound.r-Controlled: AR WorksheetsPrintable with characteristic words with r-controlled vowel sound made by the letters -ar. Sometimes teachers informally referred to r-controlled vowel sounds such as Bossy R. OI and OYLearn sounds on vowel
sound /oy/ with these printables. Includes flashcards, word cursors, stampers, and sentence completion tasks. OW and OULearn circa /ow/ written with ou and ow. EE and EALearn on the long sound written with ee and ea digraphs. OO WordsLearn short and long oo sounds with these phonetic
worksheets. CVCI words worksheets on this page have words with the consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) model. CVVC wordsManaing printing for teaching words with the consonant-vowel-vowel-consonant model. WORDS CVCe (Silent e)This page has different types of activities to know the words
Silent E (CVCe). Initial, medium, and final consonant sounds Worksheets and games can be used to help students recognize initial consonant sounds in words. Final consonantsOn these worksheets, students determine which consonant sounds are at the end of each word. Word families We are familiar
unit words for dozens of words words including -ack, -ad, -ag, -ail, -ake, -all, -ap, -an, -am, -and, -at, -ate, -aw, -ay, -eal, -ear, -eep, -op, -ow, -ent, -ell, -ight, -ime, -ine, -ing, -ook, -op, -ow, -ug, and -ump. Word Wheels (Word Families)Practice reading word family sets with these word wheels. View word
unitWe have 30 weeks of view word units. Each unit highlights five words for kids to learn and includes a variety of view word games, worksheets, and learning center activities. Sight Words (Individual)Download printable worksheets for over 200 individual words of view. Each word has about nine
worksheets. Dolch Sight WordsSight bingo word, word wheels and flashcard. Fry instant view wordsUse these tools to help your students master Fry Instant Word lists. Alphabet CrownsPrint numerical letters and hats that your students can color and wear at school. Each hat features a letter (or number)
of the day, with images. Phonics Mini-BooksPrint these tiny 8-page mini-books for each consonant and vowel sound. Word scalesTo complete these phonetic puzzles, students change letters in the words given to build new words. (Level: Very simple) Phonics vowel sounds, blends, and dittongs for
upper-elementary students. Phonics for Older Students: Long and short vowel soundsRecognition of long, short word sounds. Read &amp; Write Worksheets - Complete List Printable Worksheets to help students learn long, short vowel sounds. Sounds.
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